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“A writer is a person with bug 

antennae, that’s all.” 

Henry Miller 
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Introduction,  
Written by Andrew H. Kuharevicz, and presented in the 

style of word-slinging that he would use in order (and if 

asked) to write a forward for himself, that is, if he wasn’t 

in-fact already this human named Andrew H. Kuharevicz… 

Huh...Clarification:  Andrew H. Kuharevicz, the He that is 

the same as I, well yeah, I wrote my own dang 

introduction. 

 

Let’s move on, shall we? Let’s just move on with this silly 

and short book’s…  

Introduction, 
 

And yeah, this is just another introduction, and so 

with that said, well I’ll do what so many introductions that 

you’ve read have done so many times before, I’ll begin 

with a quote, well a paraphrase, and I’m not sure who said 

it (I might have even said it) but this is a good way to get 

the ball rolling on this collection, this short book that is 

filled with so much life and so many compacted words. 

These words below, the quote, well I found it on a 

written down note, and well this paper was covered in sand, 

and yeah, this was just one of the many ink stained articles 

that are within so many notebooks that I’ve made a mess 

out of now for almost the past decade. 

This particular quote was written down on just 

another random piece of paper and discovered when I 

dumped my dirty laundry out of my travel backpack when I 
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returned back to Michigan after one of my naive and oh too 

spontaneous Adventures in American Writing.   

 

The paper said: 

 

“The aim, the achievement of the great prose writer is to 

use words so that they shall seem alive, because of their 

juxtaposition, not because they are new words, but how 

they are arranged.” 

 

Nice quote, right?  
 

Well I liked it anyway… 
 

Let’s move on… 
 

Hello… and I’ll start off this narrative by saying 

that I hope you are livin and just learning how to live the 

good life, whatever under the sun that may be. And talkin 

about that SUN, well yeah, the world seems to be in some 

kind of generational shift, and all of the past trends within 

pop culture and historical social unrest seem to be a coming 

and a going as fast as the seasons in Michigan tend to be 

these days. 

That Sun I tell ya. I mean it was ninety degrees for 

two weeks in march, and I took pictures of the Sun literally 

exploding and sending its solar flares that traveled on 

waves constructed out of  billions and trillions of dancing 
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neutrinos; and through the ocean of space/time that SUN, 

our multi-dimensional anchor, well that nuclear star-shape 

sent so much light in our direction, and with my photo-

chromatic eyeballs I stood on the beach after I locked the 

keys in the car, and so with once again stranding myself by 

a body of water I just said “and so it goes” while I 

watched the storms derived from the sun bring the summer 

heat ahead of its manmade and oh so rigorously but still 
man oh how it’s just another one of those carefully aligned 

calendars of days that chart out you know just another one 

of them lousy human temporally enforced schedules. 

Millions of miles away I sat alone and took some 

snapshots while nobody really cared to understand why this 

heat wave was happening within these parts of a mitten 

shaped and carved out landscape that we humans like to 

call the Great Lakes. 

Yeah, it was that hot, and so with summer 

thermometers rising from those super charged particles and 

dang, those neither here/nor there binding forces, well they 

were sent over our way from just another solar hissy fit. 

And man that heat wave, well that SUN sure did, it 

just brushed old-man winter to the side and told all of them 

ice fishers to hey guys, you can just go home early this 

year. 

Man oh man I tell ya…and nobody seemed to care 

and ask why, why is it so dang hot? Yeah I tried to figure it 
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out, but with nobody talking about it, well I just enjoyed 

the weather. 
After this introduction is done talking you will read 

more words that were written by an ageing writer man. 

This book is a very short collection of various English 

words that describe the world within the fishbowl mind, as 

well as the world out there, you know, the mapped-out 

world; the WORLD out of those sounds and out of tastes that 

are full of such marvelous sights; the Earth-World where 

those things that we blink at exist and maybe sometimes we 

stop doing our paperwork and scratch our collective-chin as 

we just think about all of this that we live within; and 

alright, this book is just a short introduction into a strange 
written world. And Unlike the internet, well sure, you 

can use this brilliantly small book for a fan during the 

humid summer, and yes, when you cool off you can read it. 

These tales and strings of symbolic words only give us a lil 

ol taste of what the writer’s two full length Books will be 

about. And yes, these will be heavy books. They will be 

more troublesome for us humans to use as a fan or a 

weapon, and unlike this book, well them two stacks of 

paper have em some names. 

The first book (or novel as humans have called it) 

is named Adventures of a Dying Young Man, and 

the second is called: 
Prose, Paragraphs, and Fragmented 

Fonts, a Collection of Manuscripts and 
American Visions. 
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And these days as they say…and yeah, so many 

people within the masses have pointed out that the 

foundation that we’ve built our social garden upon seem to 

be a mess. And this can be seen as good news for my 

generation who is now almost done growing on up.  This is 

exciting news, cause yeah, this strange era that we have 

been born into aint all bad news. I mean the upshot of being 

alive these days, the nice thing about a world in chaos, is 

that every institution is changing and even breaking down 

in front of our very eyes, and this is once again opening the 

world up for the idea people, the visionaries and dreamers. 

Thus reality, the streets and the cities and the roads of the 

land, are as if they are changing and breathing just like the 

wild west of the early internet days. 

And this is what this Book that you now hold 

contains. This book is an apocalyptic weapon of mass 

indecision, this lil ol pile of paper is filled with so many 

modern words and facts and fictions that are made out of so 

many philosophies and histories. And a few of the tales 

follow the made up character that is found in a few of 

Andrew H. Kuharevicz’s manuscripts, and his name is 

Henry Oldfield. And so for many readers well this 

handmade American book is our first chance to meet the 

themes that Henry mumbles over within that brain of his. 

You will come across that aspect of life, the point when the 

adventure in life is caught in the chaos of those organized 

evils that are living within all of human society; the jaded, 

the mean, the angry, the emotions that derive from those 

who only want money and profit; those who don’t seek 

dignity, those who want to bring the savage truth of the 

modern world to those that still have human goodness. You 

will read about those villains who want to halt the journey 
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of those who merely seek to see what this existence is all 

about. 

But reader, never fear, for Henry is a goof, and 

what do goofs do? Yeah, they end up getting through the 

tuff times and learning about the importance of laughing. 

Goofs persevere and yeah goofs really are the genetic 

specimen of human natural selection. For goofs shine on, 

they adapt, oh how they end up just being a goof and 

having themselves a good time singing in the rain. 

In one specific narration inside of this collection, 

titled The Lion Cub Kitten of Key West (which, by the 

way, isn’t found in Adventures of a Dying Young Man) 
is really only about those moments in life when a person 

finds that they’re alone in a place that is so far away from 

home. But instead of getting mad or packing it in, well like 

I said Henry is a goof, so instead of feeling fear and anxiety 

from new sights and sounds they take it all in and they are  

alone, you are alone and in isolation within a new area that 

seems to live in a different dimension than you do. You are 

just there, and instead of getting nervous you almost 

meditate, you seem to become invisible to other eyes that 

already lived here before you arrived, and now lost the 

character paints a new picture of the world that is different 

but one which is still very familiar as the home they’ve 

wandered away from. This short prose section seems to 

have the themes of just enjoying the good life, just enjoying 

the natural world around you, and yeah man, as Henry 

would perhaps say, just taking it in. 

 

The margins in this book are a tad bigger too, so 

write and doodle away and use for a journal if you would 
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like. I like words, and If you like my words well then I 

probably like your words. And so it goes... 

 

Let’s go, blah-blah, and with that said, well pop a 
squat cause well it’s 
Time for the Show… 
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Note: “As in my other works of fiction: All persons living and 

dead are purely coincidental, and should not be construed. No 

names have been changed in order to protect the innocent. 

Angels protect the innocent as a matter of Heavenly routine.” 

Kurt Vonnegut 

From Henry’s Notebook 
 

–

–

Six A.M
We arrived at the lobby and I was shown the door, 

like a stray cat, like some rift raft from the nineteen 

twenties just off the boat, just like some unwanted and 

invading bum. Upstairs Sasha was sleeping next to one of 

the best views that debt can buy and I was down here and 

she was up there overlooking the world, overlooking 

what really is America, overlooking the vastness of our 

declining empire. I was now outside, being told to go out 

the oval shaped door with those strange carnival 

swinging glass windows, and well, I just started walking. 

It was November. I didn't have any socks on, only had a t-

shirt-blink-blink, and who cares if the sun always rises. 
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Ten A.M 

I’ve got an agent. I guess he's dead. He 
lives in some house in Indiana. He always E-
mails me about possibilities and speculations 
and these strange hunches where the pop-book 
market may be leading, and even through e-
mail his words always reminded me of shit fast 
food. His credentials are a secret, which I 
always thought was a bit weird. Being an 
agent he was recommend to me by a supposed 
real writer, who later I found (through 
LinkedIn) that he dropped out of Purdue 
Graduate School, also because of undisclosed 
personal reasons. I was informed of these 
probable made-up truths by some other random 
dude. When I asked the random dude (I must add 
he sounded like Sylvester the cat) "what do 
you mean he's not legit?" I was told that I was 
the type of individual who was "misled", 
"unfortunate", "lost", and before the random 
dude hung up the phone he spit three bars of 
wireless bullshit and added that I "forever 
would be diseased by (my) middleclass 
upbringing”. That was a strange conversation, 
but still well I worked with this mysterious 
Agent. He entered me into prose and essay 
contests and helped me make a small amount of 
money from my online output. I won a couple 
legitimate contests, could afford smokes and 
yeah he mostly said good things in our e-
mails, messages that were connected with real 
Addresses from real Literary Firms in-which I 
guess had count em "four and a half best 
sellers". I found out later-on that the half 
was a book that was supposedly written by a 
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dog that could speak to the top office 
assistant of GOD CORP.  

In the subject header of these e-mails 
my agent was always serious, but then as 
important meetings crept up and Publishers 
repeatedly asked me, "who the hell are you 
working with?” Around this same time my agent 
began to speak in strange digital tongues. He 
even changed the style of his Font from Gmail 
default to Bookman or something a rather. 
Anyway... The past two months this agent 
started to call me the American Tolstoy, 
following by the very unprofessional and 
symbolically po-mo :) face. And yeah, this too 
I thought was a bit strange. Like I said, I 
have an Agent. The agent won’t return my 
phone calls. I guess he's dead.  

2:26 P.M 

1145 P.M 
Burning my eyes and drinking gourmet 

coffee out of a thermocol cup cause I still 
had a refill coming. I’m just somewhere, in some 
city, where as always the classes are divided 
like the superficial gloss that covers all 
those grey hairs. There are all these old 
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sounds of jazz and of love that is sung and 
said "to be made for me and you". Just sounds 
that mix with the glass sky-rises that glimmer 
over the homeless that sleep down by the 
river, as space-shoots that are really 
elevators go UP and DOwn, while young 
Americans smoke out of hookahs, as the art 
Museum still inspires and is sought for 
refuge. 

On my daily stroll in the rain to the smoke 
store I walked under the only open pocket of 

blue sky and oh my goodness oh how I was 
astonished to see a hunched over Pelican 

talking to a big ol' puffy Crow. And the crow 
kept shaking his head yes-yes, you know, 

looking all inquisitive and such. Saw me two 
birds talking.  

I think they know we discovered something, 
something that they've learned through 

billions of years of evolution. 

12:20 P.M 

6:35 P.m. 
The city is haunted by Jack's ghost, and that 
ghost is always saying just go kid, just write, 
just one more shot kid, the bottle is almost 
gone kid, don't worry you'll die here as well 
kid, just one more page now-now-now kid, just 
write.-----real Stephen king the shining 
bullshit if you ask me. 
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6.40 P.M 
Choose your own 

adventure  
Walking on the highway, getting lost again, not being 

tired, listening to some tunes, and walking as fast as you can 

cause you see lightening at your back. You’re not sure 

where the storm is coming from. You’re not sure if this is 

how you win the lottery. You’re not a gambling man, you 

never win, you love living, and you know you won’t get struck 

by lightning. But what if, just this time, you win? You're not 

a gambling man, you never win, you're overwhelmed by raw 

human emotion, and you have just the right song playing in 

your ears. Do you go into the bar or do you keep walking? 

For bar turn page. For keep walking well yeah, just turn 

another page. 
“I tend to believe John Stuart Mill when he 
says that "(A) state which dwarfs its men in 

order that they may become more docile 
instruments in its hands, even for beneficial 
purposes, will find, that with small men, no 

great thing can really be accomplished." I 
would rather be proven wrong by the emergence 

of a new and vital spirit. 
I think Henry Miller said that about somebody 

saying that.”  
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3:30 A.M 

9:45.AM 

 

Man oh man I tell ya 
 

Those Rodent Eyes of Reality 
 
Just lurking like a wise cat, well I now 

was in the shadows, so Don couldn't really see 
how scared I looked, cause man oh man I wanted 
to run right that moment. I wanted to run as 
fast as I could and as far away as I could get, 
away from this house, from Flamingo, away from 
all of this madness that I somehow walked my 
duh-duh-dumbly way into. 

Man oh man, yeah, I was just like some 
fool that’s just a’ whistling himself Dixie and 
walking blindly on a wobbling rope-bridge. 
Just like a fool in the amazon well I now felt 
like I was walking on some bridge within the 
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Lost World, the Jurassic rain forest and over 
rocks and below in the river there were man-
eating crocodiles and piranhas, flesh-eating 
goblins that were just waiting ever so 
patiently for me to take a wrong step, waiting 
for me to fall into the water, so that they 
could eat me while I was still hot, still 
breathing, just go on and eat me while I was 
still alive. Man oh man oh how I felt as if 
there were all these evil things out there in 
the world, and yeah, I had that fear, that 
fear that has propelled me onward since I’ve 
been a kid. Sure did, I felt it, oh sure I felt 
that fear of waiting for such social evils to 
just rip me apart after I made one carless 
move. And for what? I just wanted adventure, 
and man oh man they wanted blood, the 
piranhas of life seemed to only want to 
satisfy their hunger, oh how they wanted me 
to fall, only so that they could eat me whole, 
naw on my bones while that getting was good, 
while that meet was still fresh. 

 
“Yeah” I mumbled out loud, but within 

my head that is my thinkin’ dome, within my 
heart well this is what that Don fella had 

caused me to feel: HATE. 
YES I tell ya, oh how them emotions were 

a' racing. I was getting angry. I was ready to 
start that fire. I was ready to take on a man 
with a gun, and well, nope, I wasn’t thinking 
straight, cause sure did, and yep, I only had 
my bare hands. 

Yeah, for a brief moment, and only less 
than a split second, well I forgot that I 
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wasn’t a fighter. For a brief moment, I too 
wanted blood. 

 

These Are My Inked Up Visions 
 
Ah.Ahhhh…another new day. 

The day started under a tree that was 
growing up big and fast, on a recently mowed 
terrace situated on a city-block on a street 
named Vine. Back from Ann Arbor my eyes awoke 
face first buried in a sheet-less mattress. The 
wood-door to the room is shut. The deadbolt is 
locked. Somehow it feels as if I died last 

night. Somehow… Somehow… Ah…oh yeah, that’s 
right! Somehow I made my way up the stairs 
without vision, without memory, without 
lights and sensual feelings. Somehow I found 
my way back into my bare-apartment, a lonely 
temple where I have typed away my manically-
lucid mind all winter, since I gots’ back from 
Georgia, from Appalachia, from Paradise. 

I roll over and look for Sophie. She’s 
still not here. She’s still a’ gone off 
somewhere in the countries of France or Spain 

or Portugal er’ somethin’. Oh…Oh…oh, that’s 
right! Sophie’s in Prague! That ol’ honeycomb 
of mine, well she met her a brand new lover 
er’ somethin’ in Prague. 

Tossing her ghost on the ground I 
stretch my arms, open the windows to let them 
good ol’ vitamins in, and man oh man there’s 
the Sun.  

“Good afternoon ol’ girl” I say, as I 
bang my chest like an ape-man, telling myself, 
in my head of course, just saying “come on 
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Henry, you can do it. Come on kid, remember to 
smile”. So I do remember, so I do smile. 

And man oh man after tomorrow, well I’m 
going to stay with Dusty and help em’ pack his 
whole dang house up into tiny brown boxes. 
And sure, one thing is true, that Apostolo 
fella’ has more knickknacks and chairs and 
paintings and old cameras, baseball-mitts, 
Mickey Mantle trading cards, medals from old 
wars and  gold coins; he has more of, well, as 
he says himself, more of “the finer things in 
life that I always wanted. Stuff that I hadn’t 
gotten as a boy. Cause my parents were nutso-
freaks, always on the move, cause well my 
asshole father was in the Air-Force er’ 
somethin’ like that. You know Henry?” 
 
“What Dusty?” I would always just a’ say WHAT 
when he said my name.  

 
Apostolo loved to say my name er’ 

something, cause whenever he said anything to 
me, well he always started out by saying, 
“Henry, you know what.” But this was not a 
question, cause he always explained to me that 
I didn’t know a damn thing bouts anything 
whatsoever. Apostolo always told me over and 
over again, that he knew about all sorts of 
truths, and if I wanted ta’ know, well then, 
only if I shut-up and listened would he tell 
me about all of those little secrets that are 
all abouts’ everywhere within this life of 
ours. And so Apostolo would always say:  
“Henry. Henry! You know what?” 
“What man?” I would once again mumble. 
“Everything Henry! All this stuff that I have, 
man let me a’ tell ya Henry, I worked my ass 
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off for everything. Nothing came easy. I came 
from absolutely nothing.” 

New Rebels with New Causes  
 
After Dusty’s landlord gave him the 

boot, the same post graduate boot as I had 
received, well we had nowhere to go anymore. 
With that being the situation that road would 
be set out for in five or so days.  And yeah, 
course I was a’ going with em’. I mean, well, I 
had nothing else better to do.  

So in a couple of sunrises and sunsets 
I’m a’ sittin’ shotgun and running across this 
state of Michigan once again. Just a’ rolling 
out and around within them blue days, them 
mornings passed them farmer-markets and exit-
ramps and wide-open apple-fields next to the 
roaring highway, next to orchards and corn-
stocks and scarecrows and John Dear Tractors 
makin’ em’ a clearing for seedlings next to 
billboards under messages of America.  

In Just a’ few more turns of the clock 
I’ll be back on that speeding yellow concrete, 
that same ol potholed road, passing towns 
under bridges of freight-trains and 
locomotives creating sparks on tracks that 
stretch passed rivers, passed them eyes of 
those prisoners on work-release picking up 
disposable Styrofoam coffee-cups with metal 
spoke rods. 

Man oh man and in just a few more 
nights of twiddling these fingers everything 
will  be just ta’ smooth sailing under clouds 
and constellations of stars just like the 
moles on my back that when connected form the 
Big Dipper. Everything will be just a jingling 
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and a’ jangling some pocket change of the slot 
machine that is really only my life, and hell 
ya man, just like I always knew, well I’ll just 
ta’ be the one that’s the mover and the shaker 
and why, why go, why now, why now go? Because 
I have ta’.   

 
Soon and once again everythang’ and 

anythang’ will be a’ humming me right along to 
a traveling seasonal dream that sings me a 
ditty of love as I’m under those stars and just 
ta’ chewing on a toothpick before I fade away 
to sleep.  

Couple of days now and I’ll tell ya’, 
well then I’ll just a’ be singing the song of 
my dreams, humming my song, penning the notes 
of my Visions. 
 

Henry Oldfield Notebook, Left and 
found on a Greyhound Bus 
Observations of a man 
as he chases his own 

tale 
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Being an artist is 
strange 

…
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Typing some words about 
the future 

 

Here We Go 
 
Were such a romantic generation and we 

all still wanted to go out there like the 
beats and the hippies and yippee journalists 
of the past have already done.  

But so what if it’s already been done, I 
don’t think it was taken as far as it should 
have gone, as honest as it could be, and this 
is only about peace, right? And of course this 
is about writing, but most importantly, it’s 
about progressing humanity, right? Yes! 

And we’re creating new visions with 
what has been handed to us, and maybe it will 
be the same and not as original as the old, 
but were coming to your town with pens and 
flannels and jeans that our parents can’t fit 
into anymore. We’re bringing something back 
that was thought to be dead, a dream of the 

http://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DeLowijGc8Mg%26feature%3Dshare&h=HAQDKVjNSAQALsHTuv-aUa84WHEInJpcovMfmeTmK9505lQ
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natural entanglement and this is the flavor 
of the modern renaissance.  

We’re painting over all the ugliness 
that we were given, without forgetting what 
has led us here in the first place. Some of us 
are at last typing again without screens and 
leaving our phones at home when we walk out 
of the front door. 

The point of departure from the old 
world has already been crossed, there's no 
looking back now. The war has just been 
declared, people on the streets are walking in 
squares from this building to the next, the 
American flag is still half-mast, and 
everything seems to be running out. Something 
new and historical and so inspiring but often 
traumatic, a newly created American Tragedy is 
being written as it happens second by second-
thump to thump. And this is why I decided to 
get in the car without any money or a place to 
live. I did this because The New American Road 
is already starting to disappear, and if I 
didn't set out now, it may have been gone when 
another chance came around. All of this 
started before this night; it started my final 
days in Kalamazoo Michigan with a stab wound 
and the thought, a chance, of falling in love.  

I'm now preparing for the road that will 
take me to the east then the west, and in a 
few matter of months I will exile myself and 
look up at the stars within the desert of New 
Mexico. I will learn from both society and the 
land, and I must stress, if only for my future 
self, that I will learn as much as I can before 
I try to transcribe my thoughts to others. My 
guide will be my artistic passion. My 
companions will be a few great Michigander 
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friends that for some reason believe in me.  
 

The tides of the lake as guided by the 
brain of the moon are flashing the lights on 
the organic path in where I step by step 
slowly follow. Something is breathing in the 
alleys that hides behind the spray painted 
walls where the vanishing hobo used to cook 
him some beans by an open can-wig-garbage-
flame. I have walked, oh yes I’ve walked so 
much around Michigan. I have seen the trees 
dangle their puppets on yellow and white-lit 
brushes of towering greens that always 
reflects something so creative and alive. The 
time in America is now, for what has led my 
generation here cannot possibly lead us 
anywhere else besides just another hundred 
years of a living death. We must rediscover 
those memories, as well as that knowledge, 
those good-good sounds and truths that are 
forever enriched in the rings of the silent 
trees. There has to be an America out there 
that is different than the movements of the 
past, a group of artists and counter believers 
in life and preservation that rises to the 
sky, the night sky, the red rising mourning 
sky, with visions of now. It has to be out 
there. I intend to find something that will 
cover my hands in such a beautiful truth. 

The tale that will come soon after this 
moment is about the United States and the 
culture that I call upon as my peers. This is a 
sampling novel dabbling in classic 
sociological theory. The philosophical arm 
chair is an aspect of my road, and my life, 
your life, and everyone who has lived, and 
even those that are no longer alive; everyone 
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and everything, both dead and not yet born, 
can be found in the country-side where wild 
dogs bark in the night.  

This is a novel that doesn’t hide its 
teeth when it poses for a picture. Inside you 
will find pages and pages that are scattered 
with images and typing fingers and the music 
that I constantly hear with my candle-wax 
ears. Everything will happen fast, for if I 
stop I won’t be able to block out the clatter 
of the pin dropping sounds of the masses as 
they conduct the score that these words hum-

slang-sling across.   
Why now? Why bring words to our dark 

clicking ears? Who has the time? I believe I'm 
ready to tell you this great war story that 
has been created by so many bombs and so many 
generations and words and visions that have 
led up to the time and the country that we 
now often hopelessly stumble franticly around 
within. Everyone is in such a hurry, and 
maybe it’s for the fact that the looming 
honest death has been silenced by our right-
here-right-now- hit the siren and run world. 
The time is now, only now, and I’ve been told 
that I don’t know what I’m doing, that my 
prose aren’t ready, but I can only smile in 
disobedience, because this is what my 
traveling story is layered with: words in love 
with inspiration and the act of creation 
itself; an act of levitation, a peaceful and 
kind act of rebellion that dots the lines of 
our historical American past with the time 
that is now- now- NOW.  

Poor little people walk among the lands 
with their eyes down, so surprised when I ask 
them the simple question: "How are you today?"  
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There is no time to hush down those nice 
leather shoes. The look on their faces is 
something that mimics-replicates a computer 
screen that freezes-crashes and burns. The 
eyes open and then swiftly new squinting eyes 
walk away but nothing is seen. 

All of this has and will take place on 
the ruptured American Road, a path that was 
only beginning to fall apart when the old 
rebels blew through as if a recorder singing 
the chorus of a summer storm. Their 
electricity moved from hut to town, to the 
oldest of bridges that cover the grass of what 
once was only wild and free.  

Who I am, well settle-settle and calm 
down. My name will be learned very soon, but 
the true protagonist of this novel is America 
and her beautiful lands and concrete paths. 
And as of now, I'm not completely out on that 
road where the bulk of this story will take 
me and you for a long and close call wonderin 
ride, where hopefully we'll only come back 
with adventure-experience-growth-stories-
stories, tales with less than no blood being 
zapped out of our wandering and traveling 

bodies.  
The Highway has been taken all across 

the State of Michigan. Michigan is the place 
where my life and this literary vocal-chord 
first began to jitter-jingle-jangle and hum-
sing just another American lullaby.  

And yah, I have seen and felt the heart 
of this land. From Universities to the 
greatest of all Lakes in the world, where now 
oil spills inward from pipes and cylinders. 
Under overlapping blues my toes have been cut 
by the unrefined and natural glasses that 
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sway with the fresh watered seas. In the rain 
over white rocks I've followed a sand path 
surrounded by tall peaks of yellow brushes 
grounded by curved tree stumps and sleeping 
bug-ridden and tone deaf sea shells. This all 
started when my Ojibwa ancestors of the land 
rejoiced under tides and stars on the crest of 
Mishigami, the great water so warm in summer 
covered by sheets of ice in the winter, where 
under and above the great perch and fresh 
water masterpieces scatter in their sporadic 
and whiskered flocks. Just like them, 
overlooking the past, skimming down with the 
sea-weed- tilting life, that is breathing at 
the bottom of the lost ocean, where fishermen 
used to, and some still try so hard to do, to 
make a living meditating on the Michigan 
coasts. Living by throwing strings and 
bobbing for body tremors the boats would be 
tied up on land, and with natural hunting 
pride they would come home late at night with 
a meal that was learned from the tribes of the 
dunes with tired eyes, but they always had a 
smile for their children that they lived for. 

In Michigan I've seen firsthand, with my 
own sweat and love and the kind of amazement 
with focused eyesight that creates this great 
like Zen-quality in me, especially when I tell 
people that I'm from Michigan and once and a 
while people from New York or California tell 
me to stay there and feel bad or hark negative 
lingo towards the place that has inspired my 
art with such intense dreams of certainty.  

I have seen the streets of the bitter 
winter lake effect months and shared warmth 
with the business men and preachers and 
college graduates from the finest and most 
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distinct university campuses; graduates who 
can’t find a job to pay the bills, but are some 
of the greatest of all artisans, intellectuals, 
saints and scared and lost dreamers that I've 
ever stumbled across.  

From here to there, from Florida to 
California, from Georgia to Ohio, to Sweden to 
Mexico, all of this began learning how to 
swim. You can see with your own eyes in any 
town that is settled by the shore and within 
the inland plains, you will hear and smell 
and observe as I have, the brilliance of the 
Michigan and of all of the great American 
people. You can do this by just walking for 
life, for truth; walking just to walk to live 
to breathe to feel human. This is where the 
road starts for me, where and what I will 
write about, and what you will read and feel 
part of. This is the moment of no return. 
Nothing can slow that down. We are at a point 
in society, in America’s history, where 
something strange is happening. On the streets 
with tired feet and with a beat-up VW; by 
train and back on the eternal hellish 
greyhound, with all of this I will dig-dig-
break and continue to scoop out the dirt with 
my bare hands whatever comes my way.  

Together, on the roads and highways and 
lost trails, from the Kalamazoo River-Ann 
Arbor-Detroit to Brooklyn-Manhattan; tracked 
to New Mexico and San Francisco, what we will 
see will cut the soul and will, if my life is 
spared, be a declaration of not just what my 
generation is all about, but also what we as 
humanity, as America, as the World, and will, 
if we remember to keep our eyes open, tell us 
adventurers of life a bit more about what all 
of us will become. 
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A Spontaneous Universe  
 

Across the street and next to the Google 
Building that radiates its rainbow name 
throughout the downtown, across the way on 
Main ST, and well open your dang eyes and 
ears because that summer sound is being beat 
by those five or six train-hopping junk-yard 
angels performing in front of a Coffee-House. 
Slapping the hand-made jugs and roped bass-
cans, strumming the four strings of a homemade 
and muddy guitar, well these United States 
citizens effortlessly set the grass-root mood 
for the drifting Americans who just got done 
with dinner, and these folks that I speak of 

really are just all of these adults who are 
drunk on happiness and weighed-down by their 
full stomachs and man oh man are they oh so 

tired of walking off the clams and the oysters. 
And as they awkwardly walk like monkeys 
these parents and professors and stuffed bears 
of the yesteryears stop and gather in-front of 
the street act that’s made up of these kids 
born in the United States that seem to be just 
a’ hanging around on these same ol’ liberally 
owned streets. I walk over and sit-in on the 
sit-down and watch and listen to the sounds 
that the rag-tag musical act hums-out and 
plucks-out and sways-out like a box-fan that 
blows the joy of summer-out towards 
everywhere them ear’s just take the time to 
listen, and come on man, it’s only a few 
minutes of your life, just take the time to 
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breathe-in and exhale-out-like-oh-how-the 
great beluga puffs-out and hums-out and 
smiles-out and tumbles-in the beauty of the 

alien ocean’s wild.   And yeah, call it what 
you will, but so they say and now I say to 

just slow down and blink…blink…please-blink 
your eyes, cause rain whispers those same ol 
songs of life even when you run and run and 
breathe-in now breathe-out, and yeah, don’t 
worry, it’s alright to open them eyes of yours, 
cause high in the clouds that swimming friend 
of ours blows his nosey spout and down falls 
music. And yeah, don’t worry, it’s never fear, 
and friend, just trust, cause it’s alright, it’s 

only music. And yeah, please-please-please, 
please just take it easy and exhale the same 
ol air of all these vibrating stringed up 
strides of the new gang; these young 
visionaries who really are just a bunch of 
human beings like you, and sure they are, 
they’re just singing the same ol tunes that 

were born from the spinning high-hats of all 
those lonely hearted blues, those notes of 
life that always did know and will always 
come to know that if they stay on the path of 
peace well then sooner or later they would-
always and will-always and man oh man oh how 
everyone will-will-oh they will always find 
love within them star-made dippers that 

connect the dots, and if you take the time 

dream to walk out there and even far out 
there oh-oh-oh-yeah it’s amazing how far out 
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there we still have to go to take part in that 

adventure that’s within the timed-up beatin’ 
space of those smoothed-out rings where you 

will stand and watch your first-ever 

triangular eclipse. And yeah, it goes on 
forever and forever within ordered time and 

right as you fall asleep and fall and fall 
back awake well right at that moment the 

music explodes into chaos and it’s more 

beautiful than my silly words can describe. 

And no, don’t fear, there’s no need to ever 
fear a made up story, for the rhythm of the 
thump-thump-thumping rabbit is never 
forgotten, for it’s just a song you silly and 
always too busy to let it all go the way it is 

just going to go. And yeah, see what I mean, 
it’s easy as toast and jam on a Monday 
morning, and nope, I’m not sure what all of 

these melodies mean; but yeah, that’s it, You 
got it; you got what the whale once told you 
and sung to you within your cave and out you 
walked with such words that sung how the 
universe of everything is just Music. And 
yeah, doesn’t it feel nice to relearn all over 
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again how to be able to just breathe-in and 

laugh-out like an innocent human monkey 

again? Heck yeah it does! Bout time you 
remembered. 
 

Dusty Apostolo 
My eyes just kept blinking and 

refocusing; they kept blinking, and man I 
thought about playing me that game of dead, 
but I was hurt, hurt much too bad, and that 
ringing-ringing-ringing in my head really 
knocked all sense out of me. 

I had one hell of a headache I’ll tell 
ya that. That big ol red door that protected 
all those back rent begging tenants, and yeah 
that included me. I begged the landlord just 
as often as everyone else for just a bit more 
time to gather the funds, and luckily Sophie’s 
father had lots of money, so he always made 
sure his daughter had her a roof and nice 
clothes and everything else that money could 
provide. Luckily her dad would send those 
checks in the mail and could bail us two 
young love birds out, cause come the end of 
the semester, well yeah, I had me little 
scratch. But anyway… 

Just my damn luck, just my-gosh-darn- 
fate as it seems to go, and I just came out here 
to see those stars and have me that smoke. I 
mean come on! I just lit the end of the 
cigarette and had yet to take a single toke 
from the filter, and man oh man just my dang 
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bad luck, that door, that creaking and 
cracking and creaking door slammed right into 
this person I’ve never met before, this person, 
that well, this person, this fella, this rebel, 
and curse the heavens for my lot in life, but 
that red door just banged right into a kid 
that called himself Dusty Apostolo.  

And come to think about it, even after 
all that sneaking around with that guy, with 
Apostolo, even after meeting him with this 
chance collision; even after all those miles 
we put on his beaten down and off colored 
greenish Volkswagen, just driving with 
windows down and only talking to each other 
cause the radio was broken; even after all 
those towns and drinking with a couple of 
random girls that we hooked up with in the 
summertime country, and then back on the 
Michigan roads with our hands surfing on the 
eighty-mile an hour current, with fingers 
playing those spooky-cat sounds on so many 
guitars and bongos in so many open pups with 
open microphones all over the land, our land; 
even after all those drives and exit-ramps and 
down interstates and bridges connecting two 
peninsulas, and then back up and then down 
for no point at all, just searching for fresh 
people. Going down to some new town on 
whatever road appeared out of nowhere this 
time, because a lil digital bird we heard said 
that people liked to make a scene and raise a 
ruckus all night every night there, wherever 
there was.  

 
Even after all that adventure in one 

postmodern great lake state, well even after 
all that, well still Dusty never told me if 
that was his real name or not, or if he had 
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made it up to make himself sound bigger than 
life, like a legend he made for himself, as if 
he was Moses carrying the ten commandments or 
something.  

And one time I overheard him and one of 
his many girls talking, and she called him I 

think…Fred.  
Dusty quickly silenced her when I 

overheard and started to move my lips all aha-
like and such, cause well, I thought that 
might be his real name or something. But 
still, he just changed the subject and I never 
got to find out if Dusty Apostolo was his real 
name or not.  

Still, even after his death, I have no 
clue what his name was. That kid was out of 
his mind. Curse my life I tell ya, and after I 
hit that Dusty kid with the door I woulda 
never expected that man oh gosh darn man, just 
like pulling a rabbit out of a hat or sending 
a human soul into outer space, never would I 
have imagined that Dusty Apostolo and Henry 
Oldfield would had ever in a million years 
ended up driven together all over this 
regular ol’ state named Michigan. But man oh 
man at the time I thought of myself as a 
writer, a real writer, a great writer, born 
from the American family of great writers, and 
I mean at the time I had no other choices or 
anything else to do. I was as free as free can 
be. I was bored and writing alone and 
starving. I didn’t have anywhere else really 
to go when Apostolo said get in the car and 
bring that damn typewriter of yours.  
And when he said “get it the car you young 
relic”, well I remembered all those adventures 
of the past and dang ol’ dang dusty didn’t give 
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a damn or two shits or cares to the wind. He 
didn’t care bouts nothing. Dusty Apostolo just 
wanted to go, cause well he just graduated 
from college and his daddio gave him a new set 
of really used-wheels, and man oh man Dusty 
always said to me: “Henry, you need to live 
your life. You always just sit in your dirty 
apartment. You just sit there in the dark and 
type away-away-away. Fella-away. Oldfield-
away. Henry boy, I dig ya, but you’re just 
typing your life away.”  

So well, yeah, he kinda talked me into 
it, but well a writer gots ta’ have him some 
experience to go with the theory, right? And 
yeah, we’ll get to more of that, bouts whens I 
knew that Apostolo character. I’ll get to all 
of those tales within that adventure in just a 
bit. But first things first, where were we? Oh 
yeah, that big ol red door just ta’ slamming 
into one of them shadows of the night.  

1.2.3.4 and…now Alright and…all of a 
sudden everything that happened came back to 
me like the decent of the roller coaster and 
during free fall you just scream and lose your 
mind and forget about living or dying, and 
you just get them butter-flies in your 
stomach, but after the drop, well you stop 
thinking so dang much and just enjoy the ride. 
And even though I wasn’t enjoying laying on 
the ground and bleeding, and man oh man how I 
sure as hell wasn’t enjoying that ringing in 
my head, well after I fell and everything 
snapped, and like a big ol light in my head I 
replayed the events that musta happened. 

What happened is that when I opened the 
door it musta slammed into somebody. And that 
shatter that I heard was a bottle that got 
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knocked out of the person’s hand, cause while 
I’m on the ground, I’m pulling myself up, and 
while I’m starting to become aware and 
regaining my footing once again I can see 
clearly. I’m wiping my lip and my teeth under 
gums, that have somehow dug into my cheek. I 
feel for all my teeth and come to; I see pieces 
of sharp glass of a broken bottle with a label 
that reads Colt 45. And yeah, I know what 
happened, but I don’t know why it happened, 
but for some reason I got myself punched in 
the face. I was justa’ smashed in the dome by 
someone’s rolled up hand.  

All of this came back to me, and I hoped 
that whoever had done this to me was long 
gone. I just wanted to go upstairs and clean 
myself up and try not to wake Sophie, cause 
something just like this would send her all 
into some kinda nervous spasm. 

So I turned around with my back to that 
red door that started this whole mess and 
yeah, I couldn’t a walk right, cause of that 
ringing bottled Mason jar in my head. I leaned 
against the building and looked down for my 
cigarette, cause let me tell ya, I came out 
here to have a smoke, and like a true addict, 
and for the love of any kind of supernatural 
being, well oh hell man, I sure as all heck 
needed it now. 
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What seems Simple for you is an 
Adventure for Me. 
 

Part 2 
I’ll start with the simple. I was reading 

a book. I read a quote: “The world is so 
beautiful. The World is so terrifying. The 
World is just some kinda blue cosmic apple, and 
it’s overflowing with all of these noises and 
these smells of oranges on hands and the taste 
of lemons, and all of this is in love with 
life, and all of this is afraid with life, just 
a life, a life that man oh man a life such as 

the one I’m now livin’; a life that’s  just a’ 
breathin’ and bein’ and wandering amongst 
these strange ol’ human creatures.”  

He said “no time. Absolutely no time for 
readin’ my fellow traveling companion.” He 
then grabbed the book and gave it to 

a homeless man and said, “you’re 

only homeless cause you want a home”. I 
thought that sounded smart, but was an awful 

rude thing to say.  I mean, how the hell did he 
know that the man did or did not want a home. 
And He walks out of the coffee shop. “How’d it 
go” he says. “I did nothing.” He just laughs 
and we walk away toward the University’s 
campus. Both seemingly invisible to the 
townies on an island that just weeks ago was 
so romantic, and now is just another city 
distinguished by the moods I swing so 
hesitantly by. 
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Oh yeah, I found out a “truism” today: 
I’m the same person as I was before, a city 
can’t change that relative daily glance. 

That was the history. This is the 
Future, and I’m still cross-legged and wordless 
while sitting by a fire. It’s getting later and 
I really have nothing to say to anyone. The 
walk is six or ten miles from the basement 
where I’m sleeping, so if you decide to go out 
you just stay out, because my legs are so tired 
from walking around this city that has gotten 
smaller by the days that keep going by. 
 
 
“Hey, you want to hit this? Its medical grade 
A stuff”, the bearded giant hollers to me.” You 
like to write hi?” 
“No I don’t” I say. “I’m an idiot, have to be 
sober when I write.” 
“Why are you here?” he asks 
“For writing and life. Is that a good answer” I 
said 
“Uh-huh, well everyone travels you know. It’s 
not like you’re doing something new.” 
“Yeah I know. Thanks allot for the self-doubt” 
I laugh and whisper these words. “I have to do 
it for myself, and write the whole time. I 
mean, Why not? You have to do something, 
right?” 
“Yeah, well, you should calm down and smoke 
this.” 
“Alright” I said, but I don’t smoke the joint. I 
take it, but I say nothing. I only look at the 
joint and listen to everything that’s 
happening around me. 
 

Crickets hissing and the fire smacks 
every few moments, and people for the most 
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part are not saying anything, and I’m just 
listening to the guitar-opening beers-looking 
all around them up towards the sky, up there 
in the night where it’s so dark, some kind of 
plain and empty white type of darkness that 
you can’t really see the stars tonight, because 
there is a sheet of dust, a film of sorts 
blocking the view. 

“So you don’t want to hit that?” says 
the citizen of this new city that’s covered in 
new kinds of money. The Paper trail seem to 
lead here, and the thing is this: there are so 
many people who live here that tell me they’re 
not even from here, that they came to the city 
to get away I’m told, to grow they say, but 
everyone is here, so it seems as if nobody even 
moved. Walking around today I saw State plates 
from Maine-Oregon-Alaska-Florida, all over 
the United States, and I feel like I’m in the 
Middle East oil banking city of Dubai. I feel 
like I’m the only immigrant within a made-up 
heaven, within this rich utopia. 

And I’m broke, as if I’m an invisible spy 

from the money-less future. I’m just here. I’m 
just there. Now I’m here, and today is Friday 
and I swore it was Thursday, but it was 
Friday. I’m losing track of the days of the 
week again. Just another night, and tomorrow 
there will be another day, and I think I’m 
going to have to give my brain and my ideas to 
science for some capitalistic scratch. But 
yeah, I take a hit and pass it back and go off 
to the side, to try and search for the stars 
alone.  

And now I’m thinking of a number 
between 1 and 66. No I’m not. I’m thinking 
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about tomorrow, and I think it’s Saturday-not 
Friday-maybe it’s Sunday, who knows? 

Another porch-another fire-another 
sing-sung and rusty voiced chant along. Just 
another summer night, and whatever night it 
is, I’m happy. 

 

Notebook 
 

One: First couples of days in this new 
city have come, and now they have went, they 
are gone and well, well yeah the city is 
starting to piss me off again. Details are 
fuzzy in retrospect and this is just another 
city and pick any city centered on academia; 
just another city-another college town and 
yeah just another American Industrial 
Complex. I’m just another person, another 
confused and  scattered man and well yeah, I’m 
just another human walking around without 
any money and just more cars, just speeding 
cars and every day I almost get run down by 
some man behind a wheel that has never met me 
but always through glass windows looks like 
he wants to kill me. Everyday this man almost 
runs me over, even when the walk sign says GO. 

So night comes and always the sun 
arrives when I’m so tired and paranoid. I’ve 
walked around for two days with the ticks and 
rings of those hanging wind chimes creating a 
smooth rhythm to lead my fumbling way. I’m not 
trying to be noticed and I’m sure as hell not 
trying to find the so called beat or whatever 
some people say that each city and town and 
generation has. I’m just a lookin’ for the 
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pulse, for anything at all, any whispers of 
life and passion. I’m just searching for Art 
and everyone seems to act that they are cool 
and have something important to do. I walk 
passed them and man oh man I’ve got no socks 
on and dry paint is splattered all over my 
jeans and my boots and I looked in a car 
window and I had paint under my right eye.  

I’m just once again walking under the 
same sun in a new town, just walking on the 
earth. Walking-walking, stop to breathe, drink 
a sip of warm water; walking and looking up 
at the buildings and down and the smooth 
sidewalks which man oh man unlike Michigan 
sidewalks oh how these city sidewalks are 
always constantly re-paved. We’re a couple of 
vagrants and artistic dreamers wandering 
around with a guitar, twelve chords and a 
constantly spinning watch. Walking-walking 
and walking-walking, walking by could be 

friends and lovers and open ears. Right now it 
seems that we’re invisible to the entire world. 
We need some stimulation. Coffee will have to 
do. I spot this beautiful woman at another 
coffee shop. She’s my type, she’s every man’s 
type. Pale skin, bright jungle tattoos on her 
arms, sitting under a tree waiting for 
something or someone or just waiting to wait. 
Its three in the afternoon, he dared me to 
talk to her. 
“I guess” I say, “but who am I, I’m broke, I’m 
like an undocumented immigrant.” 
“Whatever just go on and live a little you 
can’t afford coffee, get your heart raising a 
bit” he says. 
“Alright ok I’ll do it, you no complete failure 
awaits.” 
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He goes in the shop to grab him a cup, I 
walk over to the girl by the shade. So he was 
right, my heart was a racing. I had no 
yearning to succeed or fail in this pointless 
mating ritual. I still thought about ol gal, 
but with her so far away, separated by cities 
and obligations and youth I thought maybe it 
would be nice to meet a lovely local gal. I 
turned around. He was still inside juggling 
his coins, he takes forever to do anything, he 
talks and confuses people, but they always 
give him a smile in return. 

I’m looking at the newsstand; supposedly 
my mission is to talk to this dark-haired 
woman who was the symbol of my sexual desire, 
nothing else. I finally got up the nerve after 
reading the terribly obnoxious political 
headlines on the newspaper and started my 
approach again, all systems go. 

Now and now and one step yeah now I’m 
right about up to her, still no eye contact, 
she goes into her hoodie, into her pocket, and 
pulls out her cell phone, deflecting my how 
are you my name is so and so awkward hitting 
approach. I turn around, walk back to the 
newsstand and pick up a new york times; it 
reads: 
 
“The Great Recession Here to stay, Politicians 

gasp at numbers” 
 
 

TO BE CONTINUED… 
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